SERIES

2200
Soft-Sided Shelter

The Fairborn Series 2200 Soft-Sided
Dock Shelter saves energy dollars while
providing airtight protection to the loading dock area during material handling
operations. The Series 2200 combines
the insulating qualities of a dock seal
with the access and service range of a
dock shelter into one versatile product
offering.
Accept no substitutes! The Fairborn Shelter-Seal is designed to accommodate larger door openings where full access to
the truck as well as a good environmental
seal is desired. The Series 2200 ShelterSeal is ideal for narrow door center line
applications or where damage to conventional rigid framed shelters is a concern.
The structurally supported head member
is made of translucent fiber glass to allow
natural light into the loading operation.
The self supporting and raked nature of
the head frame provides adequate snow
load protection and deflects rain from the
loading operation.
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Unique Head 1\1ember
Structurally self-supported
Translucent for natural light infiltration
Integral canopy to protect workers
from the elements
Raked to deflect rain and prevent
snow & ice build up.
Strong to support snow load

To ensure maximum durability, the Series 2200 Shelter-Seal is available in our
superior performance materials. Fairborn
created the first certified performance
fabric designed solely for the construction of seals and shelters. Our exclusive
materials meet or exceed the most demanding requirements and have proven
to out-perform any fabric in today's dock
shelter market.

FAIRBORN USA INC.
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is dedicated to the efficient production of high caliber products. This
commitment provides for product life
expectancy far beyond any competitive
model and ensures our customers maximum value. Years of design, research
and development have provided Fairborn
with the most complete and reliable products our industry has to offer.
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Fairborn created the first certified, superior performance fabric designed solely
for the construction of dock seals and
shelters. Our field proven Dynalon has
been widely accepted in the industry, and
continues to lead with many specifying
agencies and quality minded customers
throughout the world

High Impact Polypropylene wear plates
Foam-filledbottom
cushions reduces airflow
Removable side curtains
provide easy replacement and are removable
in summer months formcreased air exchange.

Fairborn's commitment to service is supported by a qualified nationwide representative network, and our experienced sales,
engineering and management staff. This
expertise ensures our success in providing
Fairborn customers the best tailored fit
product for their specific need.
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High performanceDynalon
Fabric
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Proven acceptance

Please contact your Fairborn representative to enable us to design a unit that will
enhance the aesthetic value of your facility, while saving you costly energy dollars.
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"Tear & Abrasion" strength
Extraordinarylife expectancy
Proven in Thousands of installations throughout the world

FAIRBORN USA INc.

P.O. Box 151 .205 Broadview Street
Upper Sandusky, Ohio 43351
1-800-262-1188 . Fax 419-294-4980

